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			Continuation of tests

		

		

		
			1) The consensus is tested in normal mode



2) IOS must be in App Store on this week 



3) This week we will also conduct tests of transaction speed updates



4) YoBit conduct technical updates, we are waiting for news from them



5) Vote for BTW on Cobinhood ! (https://cobinhood.canny.io/token-listing/p/list-bitcoinwhite-btw-on-cobinhood)



We working. Please be patient.



Reminder: 

How BTW algorithm will work after consensus updates:

- 40% of the delegate's income will go to the DAO Budget

- 60% of the delegate's income will go to Delegate, and he will decide how to use them, and with how many people (Top 100 people for every delegate), and how many BTW he will share

- The size of the candidate's income depends on the weight of the candidate's vote

- The weight of the vote depends on the number of coins in the wallet



Reminder: Exchanges:

 +  BitFlip - BTW is already traded on “BitFlip” (https://bitflip.li/trade/BTW-USD)

(+) Next exchange - BTW will list after their launch.

(+) Altcoin exchange - BTW will list after their launch.

 +  Iquant - BTW is already traded on “Iquant” (https://www.5iquant.org/iqtexTrade/tradePair/BTW_BTC)

 +  GetBTC - BTW is already traded on “GetBTC” (https://getbtc.org/buy-sell.php)

 +  StocksExchange - BTW is already traded on “Stocks.Exchange” (https://stocks.exchange/trade/BTW/BTC/1D)

 +  Exrates - BTW is already traded on “Exrates” (https://exrates.me/)

 +  YoBit - Waiting for integration.

 ~  Tidex - In negotiations.



We work with exchanges, please be patient.



Reminder: Our new official Bitcointalk account: BitcoinWhite 

Our new official Bitcointalk thread: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2727678

Our old Thread: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2398505.0 



Reminder: Documentation. Delegates + FAQ:

https://bitwhite.org/docs2.0/



Reminder: 

Main corps:

BTW Corp 1: @BTW_Community

BTW Corp 2: @BTW_2corps

Please speak only English in BTW Corps!



BTW Bot: @BTCWHITE_BOT



Africa Hub: https://t.me/BTW_Africa

Asian Hub: https://t.me/BTW_Asian



Local Chats: 

العربية (Arabic) - https://t.me/BTW_Arabic 

Africa Hub - https://t.me/BTW_Africa Represantative: AceBoss (Emmanuel Adams)

Bahasa Indonesia (Indonesian) - https://t.me/BTW_Indo 

Español (Spanish) - https://t.me/BTW_Spanish 

中文 (Chinese) - https://t.me/BTW_Chinese 

Hrvatski (Croatian) - https://t.me/BTW_Croatian 

Deutsch (German) - https://t.me/BTW_German 

Ελληνικά (Greek) - https://t.me/BTW_Greek 

עברית (Hebrew) - https://t.me/BTW_Hebrew 

Français (French) - https://t.me/BTW_French Represantative: Master BTW

India Hub - https://t.me/BTW_India 

Italiano (Italian) - https://t.me/BTW_Italian 

日本語 (Japanese) - https://t.me/BTW_Japanese 

Nederlands (Dutch) - https://t.me/BTW_Dutch 

한국어 (Korean) - https://t.me/BTW_Korean 

Pilipinas (Philippines) - https://t.me/BTW_Philippines 

Polski (Polish) - https://t.me/BTW_Polish 

Português (Portuguese) - https://t.me/BTW_Potuguese 

Русский (Russian) - https://t.me/BTW_Ru   

Română (Romanian) - https://t.me/BTW_Romanian 

Skandinavisk (Scandinavian) - https://t.me/BTW_Scandinavian 

Türkçe (Turkish) - https://t.me/btwturkey Represantative: Ahmet Ber		

	



    

	
	
		
			
			Test of consensus

		

		

		
			1) The bill of IBOE. 

Someday Satoshi Nakamoto wrote: "I really wanted to find some way to send a short message, give a signal, but the problem is that the whole world would see it." Those, who understand what opportunities become possible using documents such as IBOE bills, will guess what exactly happened, and what we are trying to make.  At this moment, we will be short, and without further ado just say bureaucratic words: "All information is confidential, we have no right to disclose it, we have to remove all published personal data from official sources." 



We will keep you informed about our progress in this matter.



2) Consensus updates, the nodes will work only on Linux.

We begin a set of testers for updates of consensus. Anyone who wants to participate in the tests - go to the forum (https://bitwhite.org/forum/index.php?threads/set-of-testers-for-updates-of-consensus.632/) and write your 

1) Information about your skills in testing.

2) Telegram nickname.



P.S. It will be good if you have experiance in bug founding, bug reporting, TC and Test plan creation..



HomeWork:



1) Mobilization! BTW goes to vote to add to the exchange Bit-Z, a top 12 exchange on the CMC, with $200,000,000+ volume, it is one of the biggest exchange in crypto industry!



Facts:

- Voting has start on 27th February. 

Start time: 15:00,February 27, 2018 (UTC/GMT+08:00).

End time: 15:00, March 6, 2018 (UTC/GMT+08:00).

- Voting is conducted using VTC (Vote coin) cryptocurrency.

- We must get 1,000,000 VTCs in voting.

- You must get level 3 verification for voting. 

- You will get 50 VTC for free when you make registration with our referral links. (USE ONLY OUR REFERRAL LINK: https://www.bit-z.com/user/signup?pid=1417969⟨=en)

- You will get bonus (rewards) in BTW too. The more VTC that you bring into voting - the more rewards you will receive.

- You can vote with a maximum of 200 VTC, remaining tokens can be purchased at "Bit-Z" OTC market. 

- All VTC that you buy, will remain with you and you could vote for other projects and get bonuses for it.

- Referral link: https://www.bit-z.com/user/signup?pid=1417969⟨=en



Instruction for voting:

1) Register using the referral link. All users who register from the link and enable 2FA can get 50VTC + Bonus in BTW.

2) Confirm your email address.

3) Login again.

4) Enable 2FA.

5) Finish level 3 verification.

6) Go to "Vote" page.

7) Scroll to BTW project.

8) Click on "Detail".

9) Vote with VTC tokens. You can use only 50 tokens with level 3 verification. If you want to vote more, you can vote with a maximum of 200 VTC, remaining tokens can be purchased at "Bit-Z" OTC market. The more VTC that you bring into voting - the more rewards you will receive. You can buy more VTC here: https://www.bit-z.com/ad/index/type/buy/coin/vtc (Reminder: All VTC that you buy, will remain with you and you will can vote for other projects in the future and getting bonuses for it.)

Bounty for voting on Bit-Z:







Reminder: 

How BTW algorithm will work after consensus updates:

- 40% of the delegate's income will go to the DAO Budget

- 60% of the delegate's income will go to Delegate, and he will decide how to use them, and with how many people (Top 100 people for every delegate), and how many BTW he will share

- The size of the candidate's income depends on the weight of the candidate's vote

- The weight of the vote depends on the number of coins in the wallet



Reminder: Exchanges:

 +  BitFlip - BTW is already traded on “BitFlip” (https://bitflip.li/trade/BTW-USD)

(+) Next exchange - BTW will list after their launch.

(+) Altcoin exchange - BTW will list after their launch.

 +  Iquant - BTW is already traded on “Iquant” (https://www.5iquant.org/iqtexTrade/tradePair/BTW_BTC)

 +  GetBTC - BTW is already traded on “GetBTC” (https://getbtc.org/buy-sell.php)

 +  StocksExchange - BTW is already traded on “Stocks.Exchange” (https://stocks.exchange/trade/BTW/BTC/1D)

 +  Exrates - BTW is already traded on “Exrates” (https://exrates.me/)

 +  YoBit - Waiting for integration.

 ~  Bit-Z - Voting.

 ~  Tidex - In negotiations.



We work with exchanges, please be patient.



Reminder: Our new official Bitcointalk account: BitcoinWhite 

Our new official Bitcointalk thread: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2727678

Our old Thread: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2398505.0 



Reminder: Documentation. Delegates + FAQ:

https://bitwhite.org/docs2.0/



Reminder: 

Main corps:

BTW Corp 1: @BTW_Community

BTW Corp 2: @BTW_2corps

Please speak only English in BTW Corps!



BTW Bot: @BTCWHITE_BOT



Africa Hub: https://t.me/BTW_Africa

Asian Hub: https://t.me/BTW_Asian



Local Chats: 

العربية (Arabic) - https://t.me/BTW_Arabic 

Africa Hub - https://t.me/BTW_Africa Represantative: AceBoss (Emmanuel Adams)

Bahasa Indonesia (Indonesian) - https://t.me/BTW_Indo 

Español (Spanish) - https://t.me/BTW_Spanish 

中文 (Chinese) - https://t.me/BTW_Chinese 

Hrvatski (Croatian) - https://t.me/BTW_Croatian 

Deutsch (German) - https://t.me/BTW_German 

Ελληνικά (Greek) - https://t.me/BTW_Greek 

עברית (Hebrew) - https://t.me/BTW_Hebrew 

Français (French) - https://t.me/BTW_French Represantative: Master BTW

India Hub - https://t.me/BTW_India 

Italiano (Italian) - https://t.me/BTW_Italian 

日本語 (Japanese) - https://t.me/BTW_Japanese 

Nederlands (Dutch) - https://t.me/BTW_Dutch 

한국어 (Korean) - https://t.me/BTW_Korean 

Pilipinas (Philippines) - https://t.me/BTW_Philippines 

Polski (Polish) - https://t.me/BTW_Polish 

Português (Portuguese) - https://t.me/BTW_Potuguese 

Русский (Russian) - https://t.me/BTW_Ru   

Română (Romanian) - https://t.me/BTW_Romanian 

Skandinavisk (Scandinavian) - https://t.me/BTW_Scandinavian 

Türkçe (Turkish) - https://t.me/btwturkey Represantative: Ahmet Ber		

	



    

	
	
		
			
			The first Cryptocurrency secured by the debt of the Treasury of the United States of America

		

		

		
			Dear friends, we are happy to congratulate you all! BTW is the first and only crypto community in the world, that is backed by the treasury of the United States of America. Also for the first time in the history of the blockchain industry the deal with the help of a crypto currency was made for acquisition of government securities.



The transaction was successfully closed, and actually the work is being done to create and test the platform, where each holder of BTW will have an opportunity to invest his funds in the USA security papers and other security papers. The deal is valued to $ 16,984,600 or the equivalent of BTW 3,260,000 (at the rate of $ 5.21 / BTW).



Current IBOE package specification:

• Name: International Bill of Exchange, IBOE

• Nominal cost: $ 100,000,000 (one hundred million US dollars)

• Issuer: the USA Treasury

• IBOE No.: 2048

• File registration number by the USA Treasury: RC001182260US

• Serial No.: 2048

• Maturity Date: April 5, 2020 (prolongation is possible upon agreement)



IBOE - International Bill of Exchange issued by the US Treasury



Basic definitions, rights and features of the application

 

The payer of the International Note is the Treasury of the United States of America itself or the subject authorized by the US Treasury.



Significantly, the Bill of Exchange is equivalent to the US dollar banknotes: it is a legal tender, and can be used as a reserve currency for issuing banknotes of other countries. It differs in this case only in that the issuer will not act directly as the Bank of the Federal Reserve System.



IBOE is a legal tender of the US Treasury, issued directly by the US Treasury, the security of such an International Bond is guaranteed by the US Government's Gold Reserve according to the US Constitution.



According to the constitutional law of the United States, in the sphere of control by the US Treasury, payment is made upon presentation of the IBOE on the first demand, without any protest from the payer.



The US Treasury Department, like the Federal Reserve Bank, has many functions to serve the interests of the US Government, as well as other institutional and private clients.



In both cases, these institutional and / or private clients can open an account upon request, reserving the right to issue securities / checks on the basis of the security of the respective accounts.



IBOE was issued by the Secretary of the US Treasury, as in the similar case

occurs with the Federal Reserve when issuing securities or checks. In both cases, the specified payment obligations such as IBOE do not have restrictions on commercial use, nor conditions, as it would be with other bank securities.



Released IBOE is an ideal tool for monetization of any project with maximal flexibility for assignment of property rights through digital currencies.

		

	



    

	
	
		
			
			Voting, Rebranding, Consensus

		

		

		
			News:

1) Bit-Z Voting ! (We created Bounty for this. Look at HomeWork (Instruction + Bounty)!



2) Rebranding ! Many asked us to change the name and rebrand - we did it. From now on, the official name changed from “Bitcoin White” to "BitWhite" !

New WebSite: http://bitwhite.org/ 

New Explorer: https://bitwhite.info/ 

New Forum: https://bitwhite.org/forum/index.php

New Twitter: https://twitter.com/BitWhite_BTW 

New Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/BitWhite

We sended request for CMC too, step-by-step we change brand everywhere.



P.S. Please make a change of names\logos\links wherever you mentioned as "Bitcoin White"



3) Exchange “YoBit” - will add BTW (https://yobit.net/)



4) BTW is already traded on “Exrates” (https://exrates.me/)



5) We have observed how actively candidates started to act to become delegates, so we decided to give more freedom for each delegate by letting each member of the community to have direct influence on the project. Thus we have changed the proposed algorithm.



This is how BTW algorithm will work after consensus updates:

(New) - 40% of the delegate's income will go to the Budget of DAO. 

(New) - 60% of the delegate's income will go to delegate, but from now, every delegate will have a list of those who voted for him, and he will decide - how many people in his TOP list will get his rewards (BTW), as well as reward amount. We remind you - the more BTW you have as a candidate, the more likely you will be on the distribution list of the delegate.

(As before) - The size of the candidate's income depends on the weight of the candidate's vote

(As before) - The weight of the vote depends on the amount of coins in the wallet



Please remember that the delegate who distributes most of the rewards may not be the best. A delegate can not only share rewards, he can also popularize the use of BTW, for a price increase, and perhaps for this he will need more resources, and so he may share less rewards, but that's how he will confirm his effectiveness - it's up to you)



P.S. On this week we will start testing consensus on test network, we will post a link for everybody who want to be a tester. Until the end of the tests, the system delegates will not be removed.



6) Administrators will be assigned to local chats only when the chat will have at least 100 people



7) On our YouTube channel, you already can find new promo for BitWhite (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GXO_oEW_45E) + teaser for BitWhite film (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BptCTT_k8FI).



HomeWork:



1) Mobilization! BTW goes to vote to add to the exchange Bit-Z, a top 12 exchange on the CMC, with $200,000,000+ volume, it is one of the biggest exchange in crypto industry!



Facts:

- Voting has start on 27th February. 

Start time: 15:00,February 27, 2018 (UTC/GMT+08:00).

End time: 15:00, March 6, 2018 (UTC/GMT+08:00).

- Voting is conducted using VTC (Vote coin) cryptocurrency.

- We must get 1,000,000 VTCs in voting.

- You must get level 3 verification for voting. 

- You will get 50 VTC for free when you make registration with our referral links. (USE ONLY OUR REFERRAL LINK: https://www.bit-z.com/user/signup?pid=1417969⟨=en)

- You will get bonus (rewards) in BTW too. The more VTC that you bring into voting - the more rewards you will receive.

- You can vote with a maximum of 200 VTC, remaining tokens can be purchased at "Bit-Z" OTC market. 

- All VTC that you buy, will remain with you and you could vote for other projects and get bonuses for it.

- Referral link: https://www.bit-z.com/user/signup?pid=1417969⟨=en





Instruction for voting:

1) Register using the referral link. All users who register from the link and enable 2FA can get 50VTC + Bonus in BTW.

2) Confirm your email address.

3) Login again.

4) Enable 2FA.

5) Finish level 3 verification.

6) Go to "Vote" page.

7) Scroll to BTW project.

8) Click on "Detail".

9) Vote with VTC tokens. You can use only 50 tokens with level 3 verification. If you want to vote more, you can vote with a maximum of 200 VTC, remaining tokens can be purchased at "Bit-Z" OTC market. The more VTC that you bring into voting - the more rewards you will receive. You can buy more VTC here: https://www.bit-z.com/ad/index/type/buy/coin/vtc (Reminder: All VTC that you buy, will remain with you and you will can vote for other projects in the future and getting bonuses for it.)

Bounty for voting on Bit-Z:



Reminder: 

News 30.01.18: https://medium.com/@bitcoinwhite777/30-01-18-news-7c0f4183d5e8

News 08.02.18: https://medium.com/@bitcoinwhite777/bitcoinwhite-updates-3-4c1e93815f04  

News 19.02.18: https://medium.com/@bitcoinwhite777/bitcoin-white-news-89fe9985d90e 



Reminder: 

How BTW algorithm will work after consensus updates:

- 40% of the delegate's income will go to the DAO Budget

- 60% of the delegate's income will go to Delegate, and he will decide how to use them, and with how many people (Top 100 people for every delegate), and how many BTW he will share

- The size of the candidate's income depends on the weight of the candidate's vote

- The weight of the vote depends on the number of coins in the wallet





Reminder: Exchanges:

 +  BitFlip - BTW is already traded on “BitFlip” (https://bitflip.li/trade/BTW-USD)

(+) Next exchange - BTW will list after their launch.

(+) Altcoin exchange - BTW will list after their launch.

 +  Iquant - BTW is already traded on “Iquant” (https://www.5iquant.org/iqtexTrade/tradePair/BTW_BTC)

 +  GetBTC - BTW is already traded on “GetBTC” (https://getbtc.org/buy-sell.php)

 +  StocksExchange - BTW is already traded on “Stocks.Exchange” (https://stocks.exchange/trade/BTW/BTC/1D)

 +  Exrates - BTW is already traded on “Exrates” (https://exrates.me/)

 +  YoBit - Waiting for integration.

 ~  Bit-Z - Voting.

 ~  Tidex - In negotiations.



We work with exchanges, please be patient.



Reminder: Our new official Bitcointalk account: BitcoinWhite 

Our new official Bitcointalk thread: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2727678

Our old Thread: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2398505.0 



Reminder: Documentation. Delegates + FAQ:

https://bitwhite.org/docs2.0/



Reminder: 

Main corps:

BTW Corp 1: @BTW_Community

BTW Corp 2: @BTW_2corps

Please speak only English in BTW Corps!



BTW Bot: @BTCWHITE_BOT



Africa Hub: https://t.me/BTW_Africa

Asian Hub: https://t.me/BTW_Asian



Local Chats: 

العربية (Arabic) - https://t.me/BTW_Arabic 

Africa Hub - https://t.me/BTW_Africa Represantative: AceBoss (Emmanuel Adams)

Bahasa Indonesia (Indonesian) - https://t.me/BTW_Indo 

Español (Spanish) - https://t.me/BTW_Spanish 

中文 (Chinese) - https://t.me/BTW_Chinese 

Hrvatski (Croatian) - https://t.me/BTW_Croatian 

Deutsch (German) - https://t.me/BTW_German 

Ελληνικά (Greek) - https://t.me/BTW_Greek 

עברית (Hebrew) - https://t.me/BTW_Hebrew 

Français (French) - https://t.me/BTW_French Represantative: Master BTW

India Hub - https://t.me/BTW_India 

Italiano (Italian) - https://t.me/BTW_Italian 

日本語 (Japanese) - https://t.me/BTW_Japanese 

Nederlands (Dutch) - https://t.me/BTW_Dutch 

한국어 (Korean) - https://t.me/BTW_Korean 

Pilipinas (Philippines) - https://t.me/BTW_Philippines 

Polski (Polish) - https://t.me/BTW_Polish 

Português (Portuguese) - https://t.me/BTW_Potuguese 

Русский (Russian) - https://t.me/BTW_Ru   

Română (Romanian) - https://t.me/BTW_Romanian 

Skandinavisk (Scandinavian) - https://t.me/BTW_Scandinavian 

Türkçe (Turkish) - https://t.me/btwturkey Represantative: Ahmet Ber		

	



    

	
	
		
			
			IOS, MAC-OS, DAO

		

		

		
			======== Technical updates: ========



IOS and Mac version of wallet are ready. We are waiting for listing in Apple Store, Legal verification — D-U-N-S® Number.



======== Reminder: ========



StocksExchange — BTW traded on “Stocks.Exchange”, see https://stocks.exchange/trade/BTW/BTC/

GetBTC — BTW traded on “GetBTC”, see https://getbtc.org/buy-sell.php

======== Current activities: ========



Now BTW team is working on legal and marketing issues. In the next two weeks interesting changes will be announced. A small puzzle for this — What can be more reliable than the crypto currency provided by gold?

The stages of full technical decentralization are in full swing. Let’s start preparing for decentralization in management. As it was mentioned before, developed by us DAO module will create a completely decentralized community without shortcomings in the efficiency and performance. While the DAO module is under development, everyone can start preparation and make preliminary actions. Please take a look at HomeWork.

======== HomeWork: ========



We are in touch with community via Telegram, because now it is most convenient and safe messanger. There are 22 Telegram chat rooms, let’s call them “Local chats”, One local chat is for each country. Please join on required group in the Telegram depending on your country. Here is the chat list:

العربية (Arabic) — https://t.me/BTW_Arabic

Africa Hub — https://t.me/BTW_Africa Represantative: AceBoss (Emmanuel Adams)

Bahasa Indonesia (Indonesian) — https://t.me/BTW_Indo

Español (Spanish) — https://t.me/BTW_Spanish

中文 (Chinese) — https://t.me/BTW_Chinese

Hrvatski (Croatian) — https://t.me/BTW_Croatian

Deutsch (German) — https://t.me/BTW_German

Ελληνικά (Greek) — https://t.me/BTW_Greek

עברית (Hebrew) — https://t.me/BTW_Hebrew

Français (French) — https://t.me/BTW_French Represantative: Master BTW

India Hub — https://t.me/BTW_India

Italiano (Italian) — https://t.me/BTW_Italian

日本語 (Japanese) — https://t.me/BTW_Japanese

Nederlands (Dutch) — https://t.me/BTW_Dutch

한국어 (Korean) — https://t.me/BTW_Korean

Pilipinas (Philippines) — https://t.me/BTW_Philippines

Polski (Polish) — https://t.me/BTW_Polish

Português (Portuguese) — https://t.me/BTW_Potuguese

Русский (Russian) — https://t.me/BTW_Ru

Română (Romanian) — https://t.me/BTW_Romanian

Skandinavisk (Scandinavian) — https://t.me/BTW_Scandinavian

Türkçe (Turkish) — https://t.me/btwturkey Represantative: Ahmet Ber

There you can communicate in your own languages, meet and respect each other. Blockchain is always a family! For high security, we don’t recommend to use your real names in chat rooms, it will be better to use nicknames.



2. Please be ready to vote on Binance when it starts. 

Reminder: “We need everyone’s help to list BTW on Binance.com

They are organizing a competition from 09/02 till 16/02. You should: 

- create an account on Binance.com

- add a balance of minimum 0.1 Binance Coin (BNB)

Only one vote per corner can be done, so we invite our community to vote for BTW. With the help of everyone we will be able to be listed on Binance.



======== Reminder of Past news: ========



News 30.01.18: https://medium.com/@bitcoinwhite777/30-01-18-news-7c0f4183d5e8

News 08.02.18: https://medium.com/@bitcoinwhite777/bitcoinwhite-updates-3-4c1e93815f04

======== Reminder regarding Delegates: ========



How BTW algorithm will work after consensus updates:

- 10% of the delegate’s income will be distributed between people who vote for him (for candidates);

- The rate of the candidate’s income depends on the weight of the candidate’s vote;

- The weight of the vote depends on the amount of coins in the wallet;



Best regards,

BTW team



t.me/WhiteBitcoin

https://bitcoinwhite.org/		

	



    

	
	
		
			
			Exrates, GetBTC

		

		

		
			1. BitcoinWhite has entered into a partnership with a large commodity exchange, BTW will be used on it as the main currency. Details of the news will be after technical integration of BTW.



2. Exchange “Exrates” — will add BTW (specific dates will be announced later)



3. Exchange “GetBtc” — will add BTW tomorrow (08.02.18)



Meet the new BTW representative in France: @MasterBTW He also now will be the curator for the listing on Binance, pay attention to the tasks in the section “HomeWork”



4. Bitcoin White added to “Cheddur” app (https://www.cheddur.com)!



Cheddur allows you to link wallets, exchanges, and other services that support BTW so that new users can easily get started. You can also review the project and post your BTW addresses on your profile to receive tips/payments/donations in BTW from other users Smiley



Can others from the community please review the profile for quality and help add supported services? The more active the Bitcoin White profile is (via user reviews and addresses), the higher it ranks in search results and the more likely newcomers are to discover the Bitcoin White project! So, let’s show activity in Bitcoin White profile!





iTunes: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/cheddur/id1269377156?mt=8”



********* Technical updates *********



5. For more convenient getting updates, we made Launcher (V.0.01.Beta). Tomorrow it will be available for download. Now if you have a technical problem or want to see technical status, you will can see it in Launcher and automatically check some updates. For those who do not trust automatic updates, everything will also be available with manual installation and viewing code on GitHub.



P.S. Bugs and technical wishes continue to write in Telegram chats.



6. All those who filled out the form for joining the BTW team, we did not forget about them, there are a lot of requests, as soon as we get free time, we will immediately start viewing them (most likely it will be after adding consensus updates)



********* HomeWork *********



7. We need everyone’s help to list BTW on Binance.com

They are organizing a contest from 09/02 until 16/02 to add a corner in their site you will need:

- An account on Binance.com

- A balance of minimum 0.1 Binance Coin (BNB)

Only one vote per corner can be done, we invite you to vote for BTW. With the help of everyone we will be able to be listed on Binance.



8. Let’s make activity in “Bitcoin White” profile on “Cheddure” app!





iTunes: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/cheddur/id1269377156?mt=8”



9. Everybody who have a Twitter and Facebook, put this picture (https://twitter.com/WhiteBitcoin/status/958386960921481217) on your background. Our family can grow faster if more people see how many of us.



Reminder: 

News 30.01.18: https://medium.com/@bitcoinwhite777/30-01-18-news-7c0f4183d5e8



Reminder: 

How BTW algorithm will work after consensus updates:

- 10% of the delegate’s income will be distributed to those who vote for him (for candidates)

- The size of the candidate’s income depends on the weight of the candidate’s vote

- The weight of the vote depends on the number of coins in the wallet



Reminder: Exchanges:

- BitFlip — + BTW is traded on “BitFlip” (https://bitflip.li/trade/BTW-USD)

- Next exchange — + (BTW will list after their launch).

- Altcoin exchange — + (BTW will list after their launch).

- 5iquant — + BTW is traded on “5iquant” 

- Openledger — + (Wait for integration)

- GetBTC — + (Wait for integration)

- StocksExchange — + (Wait for integration)

- Exrates — + (Wait for integration)

- YoBit — in negotiations.

- Mercatox — technical works, they will list new coins after this works.

- Kucoin — in negotiations.

- Binance — in negotiations.

- Coinexchange — the request is being processed.

- Upcoin — the request is being processed

- Bitpaya — in negotiations

- Okex — the request is being processed.

- Coincheck — the request is being processed.

- Gatecoin — the request is being processed.

- BitZ — in negotiations.

- LiteBit — the request is being processed.

- Huobi — the request is being processed.

- BitHumb — the request is being processed.

- GDAX — the request is being processed.

- Poloniex — the request is being processed.

- Coinone — the request is being processed.

- HitBtc — the request is being processed.

- Coinnest — the request is being processed.

- Aex — the request is being processed.

- Koineks — the request is being processed.

- Coinbene — in negotiations.

- Coss exchange — the request is being processed.

- Tidex — in negotiations.

- Kuna — the request is being processed.

- Exmo — the request is being processed.

- CoinFalcon — the request is being processed.

- ZB — the request is being processed.

- ShapeShift — the request is being processed.

- CryptoBridge — the request is being processed.



We work with exchanges, please be patient.



Reminder: Our new official Bitcointalk account: BitcoinWhite 

Our new official Bitcointalk thread: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2727678

Our old Thread: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2398505.0



Reminder: Documentation. Delegates + FAQ:

https://bitcoinwhite.org/docs2.0/



Reminder: 

Main corps:

BTW Corp 1: @BTW_Community

BTW Corp 2: @BTW_2corps

Please speak only English in BTW Corps!



BTW Bot: @BTCWHITE_BOT

For Turkish: https://t.me/btwturkey

For Russian: https://t.me/BTW_Ru

Africa Hub: https://t.me/BTW_Africa

Asian Hub: https://t.me/BTW_Asian



Best Regards,

BTW team		
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			News:

1) BTW is traded on “BitFlip” (https://bitflip.li/trade/BTW-USD)

2) How BTW algorithm will work after consensus updates:

- 10% of the delegate’s income will be distributed to those who vote for him (for candidates)

- The size of the candidate’s income depends on the weight of the candidate’s vote

- The weight of the vote depends on the number of coins in the wallet



3) Exchange “GetBtc” — will add BTW (https://getbtc.org)



4) New exchange “5iquant” — will add BTW (https://www.5iquant.org/)



5) Exchange “Openledger” — will add BTW (https://openledger.io)



6) Exchange “StocksExchange” — will add BTW (https://stocks.exchange/)



7) Technical updates: (GitHub: https://github.com/BTWhite + Download wallet with updates from site: https://bitcoinwhite.org/)

- Fix registration of delegates (When registering a new delegate, the block was under the transaction type and not the delegate) + the one who started the synchronization it hung on one block.

- A new request has been added to api (system), it makes it possible to communicate with remote peers without having a public IP.

- The module for synchronization with remote peers (Node Service) is written.

- Re-written the logistics (Post Service).

- Removed old plugins and replaced with the newest ones, as well as optimized code.

- Front-end upgrade + new design.

- Changed the structure of the code from the usual Javascript 1.8.5 to ETCscript 6.

- Fixes of errors on the server node (timestamp block).

- Fix security, if you have stored the secret key in the local store, then when you update the page, you do not get to #login, but to #home, but if you exit the purse, the secret key will be deleted from the local store.



8) First stage of roadmap 2018. Redesign of the wallet — completed, upgrade your wallets (Download wallet with updates from site: https://bitcoinwhite.org/ + https://bitcoinwhite.org/BTWChainv1.0.5.zip).

 

9) Dead accounts was deleted from Telegram corps



10) “Cryptocompare” added BTW — https://www.cryptocompare.com/coins/btw/charts/BTC (After integrating “BitFlip” with “Cryptocompare” or our next listing on the exchange that integrated with “Cryptocompare”, there will be information about BTW)



11) “Coinlib” added BTW — https://coinlib.io/coin/BTW/Bitcoin+World



12) A new rubric is introduced: “HomeWork” (You can find this in our Telegram groups @BTW_Community + @BTW_2corps)



Reminder: Exchanges:

- BitFlip — + 

- Next exchange — + (BTW will list after their launch).

- Altcoin exchange — + (BTW will list after their launch).

- 5iquant — + (Wait for integration)

- Openledger — + (Wait for integration)

- GetBTC — + (Wait for integration)

- StocksExchange — + (Wait for integration)

- Mercatox — technical works, they will list new coins after this works.

- Kucoin — in negotiations.

- Binance — in negotiations.

- Coinexchange — the request is being processed.

- Yobit — the request is being processed.

- Upcoin — the request is being processed

- Bitpaya — in negotiations

- Okex — the request is being processed.

- Coincheck — the request is being processed.

- Gatecoin — the request is being processed.

- BitZ — in negotiations.

- LiteBit — the request is being processed.

- Huobi — the request is being processed.

- BitHumb — the request is being processed.

- GDAX — the request is being processed.

- Poloniex — the request is being processed.

- Coinone — the request is being processed.

- HitBtc — the request is being processed.

- Coinnest — the request is being processed.

- Aex — the request is being processed.

- Koineks — the request is being processed.

- Coinbene — in negotiations.

- Coss exchange — the request is being processed.

- Tidex — in negotiations.

- Kuna — the request is being processed.

- Exmo — the request is being processed.

- CoinFalcon — the request is being processed.



We work with exchanges, please be patient.



Reminder: Our new official Bitcointalk account: BitcoinWhite 

Our new official Bitcointalk thread: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2727678

Our old Thread: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2398505.0



Reminder: Documentation. Delegates + FAQ:

https://bitcoinwhite.org/docs2.0/



Reminder: 

Main corps:

BTW Corp 1: @BTW_Community

BTW Corp 2: @BTW_2corps

Please speak only English in BTW Corps!



BTW Bot: @BTCWHITE_BOT



For Turkish: https://t.me/btwturkey

For Russian: https://t.me/BTW_Ru

Africa Hub: https://t.me/BTW_Africa

Asian Hub: https://t.me/BTW_Asian		

	






	
    	
            BitWhite Decentralized Application Platform

            
                BitWhite makes it easy creation and deployment of decentralized applications, that can be downloaded by end-users from the application store.

            

            
                Mainnet Wallet
                view promo video
                Explorer
            

            
                Subscribe and join to our Community

                
                
                
                
                
                
            

    	

		
			
		
    



	
    	Download APP

        	
                
                	[image: ]

                    Window wallet x86/64

                    
                    	Account information, BTW balances and transfers, password and security settings and list of internal blockchain transactions.


                    

                    
                    	download
                    

                

            
	
                
                	[image: ]

                    Linux wallet x86/64

                    
                    	Account information, BTW balances and transfers, password and security settings and list of internal blockchain transactions.

                    

                    
                    	download
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                    OS Android 4.1

                    
                    	Use BitWhite on the go! 
This application connects to the blockchain via peer list and network connections.

                    

                    
                    	download
                    

                

            
	
                
                	[image: ]

                   Mac OS

                    
                    	Under construction

                    

                    
                    	download
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                    IOS

                    
                    	Under construction

                    

                    
                    	download
                    

                

            


        

        
        	BitWhite is an efficient, flexible, and safe decentralized application platform

            
            	
                	
                     BitWhite is an efficient, flexible, and safe decentralized application platform
                     designed to provide effortless development of decentralized applications. Integrating JavaScript and relational databases, BitWhite enables easy development of DAPPs and traditional web applications. BitWhite maximises the productivity of developers opening up unlimited business opportunities and novel web-based applications. BitWhite is a diverse and open platform and can be customized to support many applications including finance, document storage and copyright certificates.   
                    

                

                
                	The fundamental nature of the abstract APIs enable combinatorial and highly varied applications. BitWhite has implemented an enhanced DPOS algorithm, greatly reducing the probability of forking and risk of double spending. The application of BitWhite's side chain restricts the growth of the blockchain as well as making DAPPs more flexible and personalized. BitWhite is a forward-looking, low-cost, distributed and decentralized application solution.

                

                

            

        

    



	
    	BITWHITE ENABLING TRANSPARENT SETTLEMENTS

        Registration and settlement mechanisms of digital assets are complete with a standardized procedure, clear transaction records and transparent settlements.

        	
            	
                	[image: ]

                    Sidechain architecture

                    The advantage of adopting sidechain infrastructure is data independency, which does not burden the main chain with data inflation. It is a natural partition mechanism. Also, the sidechain platform accomplishes flexibility for blockchain parameters, customization including block interval, transaction fee and rewards.

                

            
	
            	
                	[image: ]

                    Byzantine fault tolerance

                    BitWhite system can tolerate up to 1/3 node failure simultaneously, as long as there is no such situation like majority of delegates cooperatively cheating or a large wide range of delegates being hacked ensuring all transactions and blocks are non-rollbackable, Fast transaction confirmations are guaranteed as 2 confirmations are typically required to meet the basic secure requirement.

                

            
	
            	
                	[image: ]

                    Secure Sandbox

                    It is possible to install more than one sidechain subsystem on each BitWhite node without the need to verify credentials of sidechain developer. To achieve this aim, a security mechanism is necessary. This is provided by the sandbox mechanism. This mechanism guarantees the security of the owner's information without compromising the security or operation of the node server.
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                    DApp Store

                    Applications submitted by developers will be registered in the main chain, and are available for users to browse and implement with their main chain wallet. An application will not be utilized until it is downloaded and installed by delegates, therefore delegates will be able to charge a certain maintenance fee, or collect a transaction fee as a witness of this application.
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                    Decentralised voting

                    Currently witnesses of block production are generated by a voting system built in the main chain. BitWhite system will adjust the decentralisation level of the whole network according to the number of witnesses and potential of power attacks, therefore ensuring mining pool centralisation issues can be prevented.
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                    Developer Friendly

                    BitWhite system provides a series of application templates and SDK's enabling rapid development of multiple applications. With help of Node.js as development runtime and RDBMS as blockchain data storage, traditional WebApp developers are also able to easily implement DAPP development techniques.

                

            


    




	
    	
        	FAST, SAFE, PRIVACY
            Secure & Intelligent
        

        
        	Secure: High-performance algorithm powered by advanced encryption technology, ledger is updated synchronously, assets are  much safer.
Intelligent: Compliance to laws and regulations can be achieved through smart contracts and algorithms.
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            Development and dissemination plan
            BitWhite RoadMap
        

        
        		
                	10 dec 2017

                    

                    Development of a desktop application for Windows, Android Wallet.

                
	
                	17 DEC 2017

                    

                    Running the delegate system. As soon as the system of delegates on the platform is launched, the documentation on how to start the delegate will be available in the FAQ section

                
	
                	7 jan 2018

                    

                    Placement of BitWhite on exchanges. The list of exchanges that placed BTW will be constantly updated, please, kindly check our site.

                
	
                	31 JAN 2018

                    

                    Redesign of the web-wallet

                
	
                	19 feb 2018

                    

                    Wallet for iOS + Mac OS

                
	
                	30 mar 2018

                    

                    Updating the consensus of the Delegates. Increase in decentralization, through the distribution of a portion of the delegate's income to those who vote for them.

                
	
                	15 may 2018

                    

                    Adding additional crypto currencies to the wallet. Priority: Bitcoin, Litecoin, Dash, Zcash and Monero. The rest will be added during voting.

                
	
                	17 jul 2018

                    

                    Creating a DAO module. Increase the effectiveness of the community through the creation of a special section of decision-making and budget management.

                
	
                	30 sep 2018

                    

                    Develop and connect own decentralized exchange (DEX)

                
	
                	30 nov 2018

                    

                    Connecting Sidechain + Secure Sandbox. Opportunity to create decentralized applications on the BTW platform.

                
	
                	30 DEC 2018

                    

                    Connecting the DAPP Store.

                


        

    



	
    	FAST, SAFE, PRIVACYTeam

        The cult of personality is the enemy of the blockchain revolution. Behind the brand is a figure. The decentralization is the community. Deeds, not words, are what we need today! We believe that final result is more important. That's why BTW team prefers to stay in shadow.

        
        		
                	
                    	
                        
                            

                        Mr.Gold

                        Blockchain NodeJS developer, tech architector, PHP, security specialist

                    

                
	
                	
                    	
                        Mr.Black

                        Software developer, specialist in info networks

                    

                
	
                	
                    	
                        Mr.Green 

                        Designer, animation designer, UX / UI, 3D

                    

                
	
                	
                    	
                        Ms.Blue 

                        Content Manager, Bitcoin White Tester

                    

                
	
                	
                    	
                        Mr.Lightgreen

                        Programmer, Java,C++, C#

                    

                
	
                	
                    	
                        Mr.Orange

                        Programmer, PHP, Ruby, Goland

                    

                
	
                	
                    	
                        Mr.Pink

                        Programmer, tech. architector, security specialist

                    

                
	
                	
                    	
                        Mr.Purple

                        SEO / SMM specialist, UI / UX, system engineer

                    

                
	
                	
                    	
                        Mr.Red

                        Developer In the construction of distributed peer-to-peer (p2p) networks

                    

                
	
                	
                    	
                        Mr.Sapphirine

                        Programmer, Java, NodeJS

                    

                
	
                	
                    	
                        Mr.Yellow

                        Java, Swift Developer, Android / iOS

                    

                
	
                	
                    	
                        Mr.White

                        ...

                    

                


            
            	Join to Team
            

        

    



	
		
			
					CITIZENS

					BTW holder who participates in voting and understands the essence of the project is a "Citizen"

				

				
					NEWBIES

					BTW holder who has not yet figured out the essence of the project and Blockchain Industry is a "Newbie"

				

			

		

	
		
			DEV. TEAMS

			"Citizens" who are part of the "Dev. core team" or have been admitted by the "DAO" to the technical development of the project as part of "External dev. teams" are a "Developer"

		

		
			DELEGATES

			BTW holder who was elected to support the network and getting paid for it is a "Delegate"

		

		
			REPRESENTATIVE

			"Citizen" who participates in promotion of the project, who oversees the promotion of BTW in their country is a "Representative"

		

		
			CANDIDATES

			"Citizen" who wants to become a delegate and receive rewards is a "Candidate"

		

	




	
	Exchanges
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        PressNews

        	
                2018-03-12 13:46:06

                
                    Continuation of tests

                    
                        1) The consensus is tested in normal mode



2) IOS must be in App Store on this week 



3) This week we will also conduct tests of transaction speed updates



4) YoBit conduct technical updates, we are waiting for news from them



5) Vote for BTW on Cobinhood ! (https://cobinhood.canny.io/token-listing/p/list-bitcoinwhite-btw-on-cobinhood)



We working. Please be patient.



Reminder: 

How BTW algorithm will work after consensus updates:

- 40% of the delegate's income will go to the DAO Budget

- 6                        

                         Read more...
                    

                

            
	
                2018-03-12 20:50:35

                
                    Test of consensus

                    
                        1) The bill of IBOE. 

Someday Satoshi Nakamoto wrote: "I really wanted to find some way to send a short message, give a signal, but the problem is that the whole world would see it." Those, who understand what opportunities become possible using documents such as IBOE bills, will guess what exactly happened, and what we are trying to make.  At this moment, we will be short, and without further ado just say bureaucratic words: "All information is confidential, we have no right to disclose it, we have to remove all published personal data from official sources." 



We will ke                        

                         Read more...
                    

                

            
	
                2018-03-01 18:39:33

                
                    The first Cryptocurrency secured by the debt of the Treasury of the United States of America

                    
                        Dear friends, we are happy to congratulate you all! BTW is the first and only crypto community in the world, that is backed by the treasury of the United States of America. Also for the first time in the history of the blockchain industry the deal with the help of a crypto currency was made for acquisition of government securities.



The transaction was successfully closed, and actually the work is being done to create and test the platform, where each holder of BTW will have an opportunity to invest his funds in the USA security papers and other security papers. The deal is value                        

                         Read more...
                    

                

            
	
                2018-03-01 15:45:11

                
                    Voting, Rebranding, Consensus

                    
                        News:

1) Bit-Z Voting ! (We created Bounty for this. Look at HomeWork (Instruction + Bounty)!



2) Rebranding ! Many asked us to change the name and rebrand - we did it. From now on, the official name changed from “Bitcoin White” to "BitWhite" !

New WebSite: http://bitwhite.org/ 

New Explorer: https://bitwhite.info/ 

New Forum: https://bitwhite.org/forum/index.php

New Twi                        

                         Read more...
                    

                

            
	
                2018-02-19 19:13:46

                
                    IOS, MAC-OS, DAO

                    
                        ======== Technical updates: ========



IOS and Mac version of wallet are ready. We are waiting for listing in Apple Store, Legal verification — D-U-N-S® Number.



======== Reminder: ========



StocksExchange — BTW traded on “Stocks.Exchange”, see https://stocks.exchange/trade/BTW/BTC/

GetBTC — BTW traded on “GetBTC”, see https://getbtc.org/buy-sell.php

======== Current activities: ===                        

                         Read more...
                    

                

            
	
                2018-02-08 19:02:34

                
                    Exrates, GetBTC

                    
                        1. BitcoinWhite has entered into a partnership with a large commodity exchange, BTW will be used on it as the main currency. Details of the news will be after technical integration of BTW.



2. Exchange “Exrates” — will add BTW (specific dates will be announced later)



3. Exchange “GetBtc” — will add BTW tomorrow (08.02.18)



Meet the new BTW representative in France: @MasterBTW He also now will be the curator for the listing on Binance, pay attention to the tasks in the section “HomeWork”



4. Bitcoin White added to                         

                         Read more...
                    

                

            
	
                2018-01-30 19:01:52

                
                    Bitflip

                    
                        News:

1) BTW is traded on “BitFlip” (https://bitflip.li/trade/BTW-USD)

2) How BTW algorithm will work after consensus updates:

- 10% of the delegate’s income will be distributed to those who vote for him (for candidates)

- The size of the candidate’s income depends on the weight of the candidate’s vote

- The weight of the vote depends on the number of coins in the wallet



3) Exchange “GetBtc” — will add BTW (https://getbtc.org)



4) New exchange “5iquant” — will add BTW (https://www.5iquant.org/)

                        

                         Read more...
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            BitWhite

            BitWhite makes it easy creation and deployment of decentralized applications, that can be downloaded by end-users from the application store.


        

        
            RESOURCE

            	BTW Explorer
	Documentation
	Whitepaper
	Terms and Conditions
	GitHub



                	Mobile site
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        © 2017-2018 Bitwhite.org All rights reserved.
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